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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
TaxilaTechnologies proposesa new technology that will protect uniforms and other fabrics such 
as bedding materials from bacterial and microbial infestations. This technology, BIOPROTECT 
AM 500®, will provide the following benefits: 
 

• BIOPROTECT AM 500®    reduces or eliminates fabric odor and improves hygiene 
 

• BIOPROTECT AM 500®   improves the sanitary conditions and potentially health by 
making fabric bacteria resistant. 
 

• BIOPROTECT AM 500®   extends the life of all fabricsby reducing deterioration of 
fabric. This is done by embedding a long-lasting microscopic protective barrier 
throughout the fabric. 

 
• It is effective in reducing static on fabrics 

 
How to use BIOPROTECT AM 500®   
BIOPROTECT AM 500®   is a new water-based technology that can be used in a machine 
washer to treat fabrics or while clothing is being soaked in a standing container. In either case, 
when this molecule is properly introduced and applied to fabrics, the protective, anti-microbial 
coating that BIOPROTECT AM 500®  imparts is the same; only the term of protection will vary 
depending on the concentration of BIOPROTECT AM 500®  being applied. For example this 
product can be used at home or in the field to treat fabrics for the useful life of the fabric, 
orBIOPROTECT AM 500®   can also be applied and permanently embedded in a material 
during the manufacturing process. 
 
How BIOPROTECT AM 500®   works 
AM500's active molecule was designed to work in two different ways. Upon application, the 
bottom layer of the molecule attaches itself and permanently adheres to any surface that it 
comes into contact with – hard surface or fabric. Second, the top layer of the molecule 
establishes a field of carbon atoms that align themselves in vertical spikes. These spikes impale 
and “shock” any microbe or virus that touches the surface and deliver a fast mechanical kill. 
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BIOPROTECT AM 500®  is a non-toxic, water based solution that has been tested and found to 
be 99.99% effective in protecting fabrics against a variety of odor causing bacteria, fungus, and 
mold. In addition, it provides durable antistatic properties and lubricity on all types of 
fibers.Importantly, this EPA registered (EPA filing 75174-2) product inhibits microbes and 
viruses without poisons or heavy metals and without harming human cell structures. One 
application of BIOPROTECT AM 500®   lasts through 50+ repeated washings. 100 wash testing 
has also been successfully conducted, reports are available upon request. BIOPROTECT AM 
500®  contains no solvents and is not flammable or corrosive.  
 
Protecting fabrics from odor causing bacteria eliminates many of the hygiene problems linked to 
foul clothing. By eliminating odors and keeping surface areas cleaner, BIOPROTECT AM 500®   
prolongs the wearing of uniforms and the need to frequently wash bedding and other fabrics, 
thereby saving large quantities of water, which is often a precious resource. 
 
Applying BIOPROTECT AM 500®   
BIOPROTECT AM 500®   is easy to apply, cost effective, and can be applied to fabrics in a 
variety of ways. These methods will be explained more thoroughly in this document.  Suggested 
application methods include: 
 

• A single package designed to enable one person to treat lone washing machine load of 
about 12-15 pounds of clothing while in the field or at home. 
 

• A program for applying BIOPROTECT AM 500®  during the rinse cycle at “industrial” 
laundries to treat and upgrade uniforms. 
 

• A program for washing fabrics with a pre-mixed combination of AM 500 and a detergent. 
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The BIOPROTECT AM 500®   Laundry Solution Methodolo gy   
 
It is necessary to understand the components and the scientific underpinnings of our solution. 
Detailed independent studies are contained in the Appendices. These documents were not 
included in the main body of the document in order to keep the size manageable. Please 
contact TaxilaTechnologies  for any of this information.   
 
How BIOPROTECT AM 500®   Works: 

 
• BIOPROTECT AM 500®   uses an organo-functional silane technology.   
• The product bonds itself through a molecular bond to a substrate or a textile. 
• The other end of the molecule is a linear molecule that protrudes from the substrate.   
• This linear molecule is only about one thousandth the diameter of a human hair - too 

small to harm large cells in mammals.   
• The linear molecule’s base nitrogen ion has a strong positive charge that attracts 

negatively charged bacteria   
• Upon contact, the linear column of carbon atoms physically pierces and disrupts the 

target organism’s cell membrane once it comes into contact with a treated surface.  
• This electrostatic mechanism destroys the microbes, as shown in the graphic  
• The result is a substrate that remains antimicrobial for a minimum of fifty washes and/or 

the useful life of the fabric or garment . 
• When applied during the manufacturing process BIOPROTECT AM 500®   will remain 

active for the life of the fabric.    
 
Because BIOPROTECT AM 500®  physically ruptures the cell walls of microbes, there are no 
poisons that need to be employed in the process. Moreover, the physical kill does not allow for 
microbe mutation and the development of “super bugs”. The technology is therefore superior to 
those that use poisons or heavy metals to kill existing germs with only limited and short-term 
effect.   
 
BIOPROTECT AM 500®   Research studies 
 
BIOPROTECT AM 500®   has been the subject of many independent research studies that 
have consistently and repeatedly shown its efficacy. These are readily available upon request 
but were not included due to the document size. 
 
BIOPROTECT AM 500®   Application Methods  
 
Home Laundry Treatment:  
This application method: 

• Applies BIOPROTECT AM 500®  at approximately 4% of the dry clothing weight 
• Provides antimicrobial protection for the long  life of the fabric 
• Needs to be done one time in a month.. 
• Can be carried out using only a bucket filled with water. 

Application procedures: 
• The uniform must be clean of excessive dirt and oil for proper initial absorption of the 

BIOPROTECT AM 500®   by the fabric. 
• Add the premeasured BIOPROTECT AM 500®   packet (liquid) to the washing machine 

fabric softener dispenser.   
• Wash clothes as normal.Dry as normal. 
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Commercial/Industrial Treatments  

 
The mass processing, or treatment, of fabrics with BIOPROTECT AM 500®  can be used to 
treat uniforms and fabrics already being used as well as uniforms and fabrics previously 
manufactured but not yet being used.  BIOPROTECT AM 500®   does not change the look and 
feel of the treated fabric, so one can’t tell which fabric has been treated and which has not.  The 
recommended solution is to use a low, cost-effective dosage on all fabrics in order to 
incrementally build on AM 500’s protective coating with each successive wash.   
There are two methods to apply BIOPROTECT AM 500®   using the low dosage treatment: 
 

• The preferred method to treat all fabrics is: 
• Use a premixed solution of a recommended detergent mixed with 0.5 (one half of 

one percent) of BIOPROTECT AM 500®   on every wash. 
• Wash and dry as normal. 

 
• A second way is to treat all fabrics is:  

• Run the wash cycle 
• Add 0.5% BIOPROTECT AM 500®   of the dry weight of the goods during the rinse 

cycle 
• Drain the wash extract, unload goods, and dry as usual. 

 
 
 

• Increased fabric life:   
o Microbes degrade fabrics by eating through the fibers in fabrics. 

• Because microbes cannot live on clothing treated with AM500 the life 
span of a fabric can be dramatically increased.  

• The BIOPROTECT AM 500®   towel study has shown this product’s 
ability to double the life cycle of a towel.   

 
• Morale and safety factors are difficult to quantity in currency, but we believe them to be 

of significant benefit. Some of these include: 
 

o Increased hygiene. 
o Increased morale as body odor is minimized. 
o Improve security because it limits odor 
o Increased morale due to improved fabric cleanliness and appearance. 
o Potential savings on health costs. 

 
• Less water use  

o BIOPROTECT AM 500®   treated uniforms can often double the length of time 
for uniform wear in the field before needing laundering.  

o If  BIOPROTECT AM 500®  can cut the amount of water used for laundering by a  
factor of 50% or more,  it can save  many gallons per week of water per person 
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Appendix A 
 

BIOPROTECT AM 500®   Scientific Studies & Research 
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BIOPROTECT AM 500®   Gold Toe Sock Study 
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BIOPROTECT AM 500®   Glove Study  
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BIOPROTECT AM 500®   Renfro Sock Study  
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BIOPROTECT AM 500®   Towel Study 
 

 
 

 
Appendix B 
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BIOPROTECT AM 500®   Material Data Safety Sheets an d Related Certifications 

Full MSDS and EPA Registration is Available upon Re quest 
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